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1. Introduction
Heegaard diagram of a 3-manifold [6] is one of the most fundamental
description of the manifold. But it seems that little is known about it. For
example, there is no efficient method to decide if the manifold with a given
Heegaard diagram is aspherical or not. Recently, Casson-Gordon defined a
generalized Heegaard diagram and gave a nice sufficient condition for the He-
egaard splitting of being irreducible [3]. In fact, they showed that if a Heegaard
diagram of a Heegaard splitting (V19 V2: F) satisfies a certain condition, say a
rectangle condition, and Di(c:Vi) (i=l, 2) is an essential disk then dDlΓidD2^Fφ.
This result together with the Haken's theorem [5, 7] implies that if the Heegaard
diagram satisfies a rectangle condition then the manifold is irreducible. In this
paper, firstly, we investigate the effect of a rectangle condition on incompressible
tori in the 3-manifold. Actually we prove:
Theorem 1. Let M be a compact orientable Z-manifold, (Q, C2: jF) a He-
egaard splitting of M and 3. a union of mutually disjoint essential tori in M. Sup-
pose that (Q, C2: F) satisfies a rectangle condition. Then 3. is ambient isotopic to
3' such that 3' Π F is a union of essential loops on 3'.
As consequences of Theorem 1 we have:
Corollary 1. Let M be a Haken manifold which is closed or has incom-
pressible toral boundary and 3 a union of tori which gives the torus decomposition
of M. Suppose that M admits a genus g Heegaard splitting (Q, C2: F) which
satisfies a rectangle condition. Then 3 consists of at most 3^ -4 components. More-
over, if 3 consists of 3g-4 components then 3 is ambient isotopic to 3' such that
each component of 3' intersects Q in a dish.
For the definition of the torus decomposition in this context, see Section 4
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below.
Corollary 2. Let M, 3, (Q, C2: F) be as in Corollary 1. Then M is decom-
posed into at most Ig-l-β^G) components by the torus decomposition, where β
λ
(G)
denotes the first Beetti number of the characteristic graph G of M. Moreover, if
M is decomposed into Ig-l-β^G) components then 3 is ambient ίsotopίc to 3' as
in Corollary 1.
In [8] the author showed that the Haken manifolds with Heegaard splittings
of genus g are decomposed into at most 3^ -3 components by the torus decomposi-
tion and that, for each g (>1), there are infinitely many Haken manifolds with
Heegaard splittings of genus g, which are decomposed into 3^ -3 components by
the torus decomposition. Corollary 2 shows that the above estimation can be
sharpened if the Heegaard splitting satisfies a rectangle condition. In fact, in
[8, Section 8], it is shown that there exist Haken manifolds which do not satisfy
the inequality in Corollary 2, so that the tori which give the torus decomposi-
tions of them can not be isotoped to positions as in the conclusion of Theorem
1. In Section 7 we show that the estimations in Corollaries 1, 2 are best possible
by giving infinitely many examples for each g (>1).
Secondly, in Section 5, we define a strong version of a rectangle condition,
say a strong rectangle condition, and show that if a Heegaard diagram satisfies a
strong rectangle condition then the manifold does not contain an essential torus
(Corollary 3). Moreover, we give a sufficient condition for a knot on a He-
egaard surface of a 3-manifold of being hyperbolic (Corollary 4).
A part of this work was carried out while I was a member of the Mathe-
matical Science Research Institute, Berkeley. I would like to express my
thanks to the hearty hospitality of the institute. I also thank to Andrew Casson
and Cameron Gordon for helpful conversations.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we will work in the piecewise linear category. For
the definitions of standard terms in the 3-dimensional topology, we refer to [6, 7].
A surface is a connected 2-manifold. A (possibly closed) surface F properly
embedded in a 3-manifold M is essential if it is incompressible and not parallel to
a subsurface of dM. A simple loop is a connected closed 1-manifold.
Let F be a genus £(>0) closed orientable surface. A genus g compression
body C is a 3-manifold obtained from Fx [0, 1] by attaching 2-handles along
mutually disjoint simple loops on Fx {1} and then attaching some 3-handles so
that dC does not contain 2-sρheres (cf. [1]). Then 30C denotes the component
of 3C corresponding to Fx {0}. We note that a handlebody V is a compression
body with 9QV=dV. We say that a surface S(cC) is normally embedded in C if
QC=9S. (Q, C2: F) is a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M if each Cl is
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a compression body, M=CΊUC2 and C1nC2=80C1=80C2=jF. F is called a
Heegaard surface of M and the genus of F is called the genus of the Heegaard
splitting.
Then we have:
Lemma 2.1. Let JL be a union of mutually disjoint, normally embedded,
essential annuli in a genus g compression body C. Suppose that no three compo-
nents of dJL are mutually parallel in 90C. Then JL consists of at most 3g-4
components.
Proof. By [4, section 1], Jl is boundary compressible in C, i.e. there is a
disk Δ in C such that Δ Π JL=a is an essential arc in Jl and Δ Π Q0C=β an arc
such that a U β=9Δ. Let A be the component of Jl which intersects Δ. Then,
by performing a surgery on A along Δ, we get an essential disk D properly
embedded in C. By moving D by a tiny isotopy, we may suppose that D Π JL=
φ. Since each component of JL is essential, no component of QJL is parallel to
QD in 90C. We note that there are at most 3^ -3 mutually disjoint non-parallel
essential simple loops on 90C. Then QJL consists of at most 3^ -4 parallel classes.
Since no three components of QJL are mutually parallel, we see that JL consists
of at most 3£-4 components.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let F be a closed incompressible surface in a compression body
C. Then F is parallel to a component of QC— 90C.
Proof. Let C=(SχI) U (2-handles) U (3-handles) and 7X, •••, lm a system of
simple loops on Sx {1} along which 2-handles are attached. Then (U/, )X
[0, l]U(the cores of the 2-handles) is a system of disks D19 •••, Dm normally
embedded in C such that UA cuts C into handlebodies and (surface) X [0, l]'s.
Since F is incompressible and C is irreducible [4], we may suppose that Ff]
(Ui).)=φ. Hence F is contained in a component of C cut along U Df which
is of the form (surface) X [0, 1]. Hence, by [5], F is parallel to a component of
9C-90C.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
3. Rectangle conditions
In this section we introduce rectangle conditions of Heegaard splittings fol-
lowing Casson-Gordon [3] and prove Theorem 1.
Let S be a genus g (>1) closed orientable surface and P, (z"=l, 2) a pants
(: disk with two holes) embedded in S with 9P, =/} U /2 U /£. We suppose that
dP1 and 9P2 intersect transversely. We say that P1 and P2 are tight if:
(i) there is no 2-gon B in S such that dB=a\Jb, where a is a subarc of
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QP1 and b is a subarc of 3P2,
(ii) for each pair (ll
sy /}) with sΦ£ and (/£, I2q) with ^>Φ?, there is a rectangle
Λ embedded in Pl and P2 such that Int R Π (3PX U 3P2)=φ, and the edges of R
are subarcs of /ί, /ί, /| and /^.
Let {4, •••, 4^-3} ({/ί, •••,/3*-a} resp.) be a system of mutually disjoint
simple loops on S such that S-Int(N(\Jlf)) (S-Int(N(U/0) resp.) consists of
2g-2 pants P19 •••, P2^_2 (P(, •••, P^-2 resp.), where N(.) denotes a regular
neighborhood. We suppose (J/, and U/ί intersect transversely. We say that
{/L, •••, 4^-3} and {/ί, •••, /s_3} are ft^Aί if, for each pair (iίj)^Pi and PJ are tight.
Let (CΊ, C2:F) be a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M. We say that
(Q, C2: JP) satisfies a rectangle condition if there are tight systems {4, •••, 4*-s}
and {/ί, •••, lzg-z} on P such that each /,- (/* resp.) is the boundary of a disk or a
boundary component of an incompressible, boundary incompressible annulus
properly embedded in Q (C2 resp.).
REMARK. By using the complete disk system of [4, section 1], we can show
that if A is an incompressible, boundary incompressible surface properly em-
bedded in a compression body C then either A is a disk normally embedded in
C or A is an annulus such that one component of QA is contained in 30C and
the other component is contained in 3C—90C.
We say that a Heegaard splitting (Q, C2: F) is strongly irreducible if there
are no essential disks Dly D2 normally embedded in Q, C2 respectively such that
dD1 Π 9D2=φ. Then Casson-Gordon proved:
Theorem 3.1 [3]. Suppose that a Heegaard splitting (C19 C2: F) satisfies a
rectangle condition. Then (Cly C2: F) is strongly irreducible.
Let M9 3, (Q, C2: F) be as in Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is
done by using the argument of hierarchy for a 2-manifold, isotopy of type A, ••-,
which is an idea of Jaco's for proving the Haken's theorem ([7, Chapter II])
and was developed by Ochiai [10]. For the definitions of terminologies, see [7].
By the above remark, we may suppose that each component of 3l=ζίΓ{ Cl
is a disk and the number of the component is minimal. Then 32=3Γi C2 is a
union of punctured tori. By [7, 8], there is a hierarchy (320), fl0)> "•> (3¥\ an)
for 32 and a sequence of isotopies of type A which realizes the hierarchy in C2.
We may suppose that aiί~]aj=φ(iφj) and, hence, we can consider a0y •• ,an are
mutually disjoint arcs on 32. We say that αt is of type 1 if a{ joins distinct com-
ponents of 322, α, is of type 2 if a{ joins one component of 3£Γ2 and a{ sepa-
rates the component of 32 containing a{ and αt is of type 3 if a{ joins one com-
ponent of 3£Γ2 and at does not separate the component of 32 containing a{ [9].
Then we have:
Lemma 3.2. Let M3 3, £?,•(/= 1, 2), (£F(2y), aj) (;'=!, —, ra) fo 0
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Then:
(i) each α, is not of type 2,
(ii) for each component of d32, there is at least one type 3 arc which joins
the component,
(Hi) if two type 3 arcs meet a component of 932 then TflCΊ consists of a
disk, where T denotes the component of 3 containing the arcs and
(iv) for each component of d32, there is at most two type 1 arcs which meet
the component. Moreover, if a{ (a^ resp.) is a type 1 (type 3 resp.) arc such that
a{ and a; meet the same component of 932 then j<i.
Proof. See [8, section 3].
Proof of Theorem 1. Let M, 3, 2, (i=l, 2), (3(2>\ fly) (j=l, —, n) be as
above. Suppose that 3
λ
 consists of p components. By Lemma 2.2, we see
that each component of 3 intersects the Heegaard surface F. If #0, •••, ap^ are
all of type 3, which meet mutually distinct components of d32 then, by taking
the image of 3 after the isotopy of type A at ap_ly we have the conclusion of
Theorem 1.
Assume that the above is not true. Then, by Lemma 3.2 (i), we have the
following two cases.
Case 1. There exists an i (<.p) such that αf is of type 1.
By taking minimal i such that α, is of type 1, we may suppose that if j<.i
then aj is of type 3. Let 3f be the image of 3 after the isotopy of type A at αt ,
i.e. 3' Π C2=3
(2i+υ Let S19 S2 be the components of Q32 which a{ joins. Then,
by Lemma 3.2 (ii), (iv), there are two type 3 arcs ak, al (k, l<i) such that ak (al
resp.) meets S1 (S2 resp.). Then ak (J at (J fl, cuts the component of 3 containing
<2, into a disk and an annulus with (possibly empty) holes. This shows that a
component of 3' Π C2 is a disk D. By the minimality of 2, we see that D is es-
sential. Since i<p, some component of 3' Γi Q is an essential disk D'. Clearly
we have QDΓ\dD'=φ, contradicting Theorem 3.1.
Case 2. There exists a pair i,j (i<j<p) such that a{, αy are of type 3 and
meet the same component of d32.
Let T be the component of 3 which contains aiy a}. Then, by Lemma 3.2
(iii), we see that TTl Q consists of a disk. Let 3' be the image of the isotopy
of type A at a^ Then we have a contradiction as in Case 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4. Proof of Corollaries 1, 2
In this section we prove Corollaries 1, 2 stated in section 1.
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Let M be a Haken manifold which is closed or has incompressible toral
boundary. Then, by [7], there is a maximal, perfectly embedded Seifert fibered
manifold Σ> which is called a characteristic Seifert pair for M. Then FrMΣ
consists of tori in Int M, where FrMΣ denotes the frontier of Σ in M. If a pair
of components of the tori are parallel in M then we remove one of them from
the system of tori. If a component of the tori is parallel to a component of
QM then we remove it from the sysetm of tori. By iterating these finitely many
times, we get a system of tori 3 in M the components of which are mutually
non parallel and each component of which is not parallel to a component of
QM. In this paper we call the decomposition of M by 2, the torus decomposi-
tion of M. Then, we get a graph (?, where the edges of G correspond to the
components of 3 and the vertices of G correspond to the components of M—3.
G is called the characteristic graph for M.
Let M, 2, (C\, C2: F) be as in Corollary 1. By Theorem 1, we may suppose
that 3 intersects F in essential loops on 3 and the number of the components
of 3Γ\F is minimal among all surfaces which are ambient isotopic to 3 and
intersect F in essential loops. By the minimality, we see that each component
of SnQ (/—1,2) is an essential annulus normally embedded in C, . Then
we have:
Lemma 4.1. No three components of 3(~}F are mutually parallel in F.
Proof. Assume that three components 4, 72, /3 of 3Γ(F are mutually par-
allel in F. We may suppose that / ι U / 2 ( / 2 U / 3 resp.) bounds an annulus Al(A2
resp.) in F such that A1Γ(A2=12. Let Λ/i (M2 resp.) be the closure of the com-
ponent of M-Int N(3) which contains A{=A
Γ
lnt N(3) (A'2=A2-Int N(3)
resp.). We note that it is possible that M1=M2. By the minimality of 3, we
see that A'i(i=l> 2) is an essential annulus in M, . Then, by [7], M, admits a
Seifert fibration such that A{ is a union of fibers. Hence a Seifert fibration on
MI can be extended to M2 through the component of N(3) which contains /2.
But this contradicts the definition of the torus decomposition.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Corollary 1. By Lemma 4.1, we see that the system of annuli
2ΠQ (ί=l, 2) in C, satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.1. Hence we have
the conclusion of Corollary 1.
Proof of Corollary 2. By Corollary 1, we see that the characteristic graph
G of M contains at most 3^ -4 edges. Hence, by the Euler characteristic for-
mula, we see that G contains at most 3<§r-3-/31(G) vertices so that we have the
conclusion of Corollary 2.
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5. Strong rectangle condition
In this section we give the definition of the strong rectangle condition and
prove an analogy to Theorem 3.1 for essential annuli normally embedded in
compression bodies. In fact, we prove:
Theorem 2. Suppose that a Heegaard splitting (Cly C2: F) satisfies the strong
rectangle condition. Then there are no essential annuli A19 A2 normally embedded
in C1} C2 respectively such that dA1Γ\dA2=φ.
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we have:
Corollary 3. If a Heegaard splitting satisfies a strong rectangle condition
then the manifold does not contain an essential torus.
First of all, we give the definition of the strong rectangle condition. Let
C be a genus £(>!) compression body, and 119 •••, 73^_3 a system of mutually
disjoint, non-parallel essential simple loops contained in 90C such that each 7t
is a boundary component of a disk or an incompressible, boundary-incompres-
sible annulus. Then 90C-Int (N( U 7,: 90C)) consists of 2g-2 pants Px, •••, P2g_2,
where N( : 90C) denotes a regular neighborhood in 90C. Moreover, when we
talk about a strong rectangle condition, we assume that there are two different
pants which intersects N(l{: 90C) for each i. It is easy to see that this condition
is equivalent to:
Each If does not separate 90C into a genus 1 surface and a genus g—l
surface.
Let 7c90C be a simple loop which intersects the above 71U U73^_3 in
transverse points. We say that 7 is complicated with respect to lly •••, 73^_3 (or
simply complicated) if 7 satisfies:
(i) there is no 2-gon B in 90C such that QB=a\Jb, where a is a subarc of
7 and & is a subarc of U 7t and
(ii) for any two boundary components of each pants P, , there is a subarc
a of 7 joining them in Pt .
Let C, /,-, PJ be as above. Let /?,.(/= 1, •••, 3^ -3) be the double pants (:disk
with three holes) P
s
. \jN(lf: d0C)\JPti, where jf.φff., Ps. Π #(/,•: 90C)Φφ and Pt.
ΓiN(lf: 90C)Φφ. We note that there are six ways of making pair of boundary
components of R{. We say that a simple loop 7(c90C) intersecting LJ7,- in
transverse points is sufficiently complicated with respect to /!,-••, 73^_3 (or simply
sufficiently complicated) if 7 satisfies the above condition (i) and:
(iii) for any two boundary components of each Riy there is a subarc a
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of /joining them in Rf.
Then we have:
Lemma 5.1. If I is sufficiently complicated with respect to lly •••, 4*-3 then I
is complicated with respect to 119 •••, /s^-s.
Proof. Let Pi(i= 1, •••, 2g-2), Rj(j=l, •••, 3^ -3) be as sbove. Assume that
/ is not complicated with respect to 119 •••, 45_3. Then there is a pants Pk and a
pair of boundary components m19 m2 of Pk such that no subarc of / properly em-
bedded in Pk joins m1 and m2. Let ls be the simple loop such that N(ls: 90C) Π P*
Φ φ and m{ Π ΛΓ(/,: 90C)=φ (ι= 1,2). Let Pt be the pants such that Pt Φ Pk, Pt Π
JV(/
β
: 90C)Φφ, i.e. Rs=Pt\jN(ls: d0C)\JPk. Since / is sufficiently complicated,
there is a subarc a of I properly embedded in R
s
 such that a joins T^ and m2.
Hence there is a subarc a' of α which is an essential arc properly embedded in
Pt and Qa'ddN(ls\ 90C). Let 4 be a simple loop such that 4Φ/S and ΛΓ(/M: 90C)
ΠPfΦφ. Then a' separates R
u
 into an annulus and a pants. Hence there is a
pair of boundary components of R
u
 separated by a'. But this contradicts to the
fact that / is sufficiently complicated.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Now we give the definition of the strong rectangle condition. Let S be a
genus #(>!) closed orientable surface and Ri(i=l9 2) a double pants embedded
in S with θ - R ^ / i U / I U / a l l / ί . We suppose that 9^ and dR2 intersect trans-
versely. We say that Λ! and R2 are tight if:
(i) there is no 2-gon jB in S such that 9R=a\Jb, where a is a subarc of
QRl and b is a subarc of 9-R2,
(ii) for each pair (7J, /J) with sΦ£ and (/|, /^) with p=£q, there is a rec-
tangle R embedded in R
λ
 and R2 such that, Int R n(9ΛιΠ dR2)=φ, and the
edges of jR are subarcs of /J, /}, /| and I2q.
Let {/u •••, 4^-3} ({/ί, •••, /s^-s} resp.) be a system of mutually disjoint simple
loops such that U /,-(U /ί resp.) cuts S into 2^ -2 pants. Let R^ •••, R3g_3(R{, •••,
Λ^_3 resp.) be a system of double pants obtained from {119 •• ,4*-3} ({/ί, •••,
/3^-s} resp.) as above. We say that {4, •••, 4^-3} and {^ί) •"> -^3} are strongly
tight if, for each pair (i,y), jf?t and Λy are tight.
Let (Q, C2: F) be a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M. We say that
(Q, C2: F) satisfies a sZroflg rectangle condition if there are strongly tight systems
{4, ••-, 4^-3} and {/ί, •••, I'sg-z}- on F such that each /,-(/£ resp.) is the boundary
of a disk or a boundary component of an incompressible, boundary incompres-
sible annulus properly embedded in Q (C2 resp.).
Then we have:
Lemma 5.2. Z,e£ (C19 C2: F) be a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold. If
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two systems of simple loops on F give a strong rectangle condition for (C19 C2: F)
then they also give a rectangle condition for (Q, C2: F).
The proof is essentially the same as in Lemma 5.1. So we omit it.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let {/1? ••-, /3^_3}, {/ί, •••, /s^-a} be systems of simple
loops on F which give a strong rectangle condition for (C19 C2: F). Let F{ (F'i
resp.) (/=!, •••, 3^ -3) be a disk or an incompressible, boundary incompressible
annulus properly embedded in Cl(C2 resp.) such that liddF^l^ddFi resp.).
We may suppose that F19 •••, F3g.z (JFί, •••, F^g-z resp.) are mutually disjoint.
Then C1-lnt(N(ΌFi))(C2Ίnt(N(\jF/ί)) resp.) consists of 2g-2 components
&> -> 02*-2(δί> -> Qtt-2 resp.). Then let P,=ρ,Π8βCi, Pί=0n80C2. Let
Si=QmtΌN(li:Cl)\jQkt(S/i = Qίί\jN(l/i:C2)\jQ/Pi resp.), where m&k, and
a,,nΛΓ(/,:Ci)Φφ, j^nΛ^COΦφK ΦA and 0i, nΛΓ(«: C2)Φφ, 0J, ΓlJV
(«: C2)Φφ resp.). Then let JR,=Sf Π SoQilZHSi Π 90C2 resp.).
By the general position argument and cut and paste method [6], we may
suppose that Fif}A1(F'iΓ}A2 resp.) consists of (possibly empty) arcs properly
embedded in F^Fί resp.) and that dA1nPi(dA2ΠPi resp.) consists of essential
arcs in P, (Pί resp.).
Suppose that there are components of (U F{) Γl A1 and ((J Fi) Γ) A2, say a
and a', which are inessential arcs in Al and A2. Let β (βr resp.) be the subarc
of dA^QAz resp.) such that dβ=da(dβ'=da' resp.) and a\Jβ (α'U/3' resp.)
bounds a disk in A1 (A2 resp.). We may suppose that βdPλ and β'dP{. Let
^ι> ^2 (^ί> ^2 resp.) be the boundary components of P
x
 (P2 resp.) such that (Z^ U δ2)
{\β=φ((b{ \Jb2)Γ\β'=φ resp.). Then, by Lemma 5.2, we see that there is a
rectangle Λ in F such that RdPly RdPί and the edge of Λ consists of subarcs
of δj, i2, iί and i2- Moreover, a subarc of /3' (/? resp.) is properly embedded in
R and connects b
λ
 and b2 (b{ and δ2 resp.), so that /3n/?'Φφ. Hence, we may
suppose that each component of (U Fty Π A2 is an essential arc in A2.
By [2], we see that there is a train track τ on F such that 9^42 is carried by
T and rΠPί, τΓ\N(ljiF) look as in Figure 5.1. Since each component of
( U F ' i ) Π A2 is an essential arc in A2, we can isotope A2 so that dA2dN(τ: F) and
each component of Q\ Π ^ 42 looks like the bottom of a ditch (Figure 5.2).
Let D be a component of N(Fί: C2)Π^42. We say that D is of type a if
the two arcs D f] F are carried by a path in r Π N(li: jP), D is of £y/>e b if the
two arcs DΓ\F are carried by pairwise different paths in r Π N(l'i: F) (Figure
5.3). Assume that all components of A2 Π (U N(Fί: C2)) are of type a. Then
A2 is parallel to an annulus in 90C, a contradiction. Hence we have:
Assertion. There exists a component of A2 Π (U N(F$: C2)) which is of
type b.
We may suppose that A2f}N(Fί: C2) contains a type b disk D. Let D'
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Figure 5.1
Figure 5.2
type a
type b
Figure 5.3
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be the component of A2f\S{ which contains D. Then D'Γ\F consists of two
arcs al9 a2 properly embedded in R{. Since D is of type δ, a1\Ja2(dR{) sep-
arates a pair of boundary components 119 12 of R{ (Figure 5.4). Hence, if a is
an arc properly embedded in R{9 which joins /x and /2, then a intersects aλ\Ja2.
Then, by the definition of the strong rectangle condition, we see that a compo-
nent / of dA2 is sufficiently complicated with respect to 119 •••, /3^_3. Now, we
have the following two cases.
Case 1. There is a component a of A1Γ\((JFi) which is an inessential arc
mAlf
We may suppose that a is innermost, i.e. there is a disk D in Al such
that cl(dD—dA1)=a and Int DΓ\(\JFt)=φ. Moreover we may suppose that
adFl9 DdQ^ Let b=cl(QD — a). Then b is an arc properly embedded in P19
which meets one boundary component of P
v
 By Lemma 5.1, / is complicated
with respect to 119 •••, /3^_3 so that /ΠδΦφ. Hence QAλΓ\
Case 2. Every component of A1 Π ( U F{) is an essential arc in Av
In this case, by the argument as above, there are a double pants R{ and a
component E of Al Π Sf such that E Γl F consists of two arcs properly embedded
in jRf , which separate a pair of boundary components ml9 m2 of 7?,-. Since / is
sufficiently complicated, there is a subarc b of 1 properly embedded in Ri9
which connects ml and m2. Hence δf l dA^φ, so that 9^0 dA2^pφ.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Corollary 3. Let (C19 C2: F) be a Heegaard splitting of a 3-mani-
fold M9 which satisfies a strong rectangle condition. Assume that M contains
an essential torus T. By Lemma 2.2, we see that TΊΊFΦφ. By Theorem 1,
Lemma 5.2, we may suppose that each component of Tfl Q (/=!, 2) is an es-
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sential annulus in Cf . Hence there are essential annuli A19 A2 in C\, C2 respec-
tively such that QA1Γ\dA2=φ, contradicting Theorem 2.
6. Hyperbolic knots
In this section we give a sufficient condition for a given knot embedded
in a Heegaard surface of a 3 -manifold is atoroidal by using the concept of suf-
ficiently complicated simple loops defined in section 5.
Theorem 3. Let K be a simple loop embedded in the Heegaard surface of
a Heegaard splitting (C19 C2: F) of a 3-manίfold M. If K is sufficiently complicated
with respect to C1 and C2 then M-Int N(K) is irreducible and does not contain an
essential torus.
By using Theorem 3 and a theorem of Thurston [11], we prove:
Corollary 4. Let K be a simple loop embedded in the Heegaard surface of
a Heegaard splitting (Q, C2: F) of a 3 -manifold M which is closed or has (not
necessarily incompressible) toral boundary. If K is sufficiently complicated with
respect to C
λ
 and C2 then K is a hyperbolic knot, i.e. Int (M— K) admits a complete
hyperbolic structure of finite volume.
Lemma 6.1. Let C be a genus g(>l) compression body and /(c90C) a
simple loop. If I is complicated then 90C-Int N(l) is incompressible in C.
Proof. Let 119 ••-, I3g_3 be a system of simple loops on 90C, with respect to
which / is complicated, and let F19 •••, F3g_3 be a system of mutually disjoint in-
compressible, boundary incompressible surfaces such that FiΓ\dQC=li(i=lί ••-,
Assume that 90C-Int Λ^(/) is compressible in C. Let D be a compressing
disk. Then we may suppose that D intersects U ί\ transversely. By cut and
paste argument, we may suppose that D intersects U Ff in arcs. Moreover we
may suppose that there is no 2-gon B in 90C such that dB=a\Jb, where a is a
subarc of QD and b is a subarc of U /,-. Suppose that QD Π ( U /,•)=<£• Then QD
is parallel to some /,- so that dD intersects /, a contradiction. Hence D Π ( U jF, )
Φ φ. Let Δ( C D) be one of the innermost disks, i.e. Δ Π ( U F{) = 9Δ ΓΊ ( U Ff) =
a Άn arc and Δ Π 9QC=β an arc such that a U /3=dΔ. Let P be the closure of
the component of C—N(\jFi) such that Δ'=Δ-Int ( N ( ( j F i ) ) is contained in P.
Let β'= /3-Int (N(\jFi)). Then/3' is an arc properly embedded in the pants
PΠ(90C) and /?' separates two boundary components of PΠ(90C). On the
other hand, since / is complicated, there is a subarc 7 of / properly embedded in
PΠ (90C) such that γ joins the two boundary components. Hence βr Γl 7Φ φ so
that 9Z)Π /Φφ, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1.
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As a consequence of Lemma 6.1, we have:
Lemma 6.2. Let Ky (Q, C2: F), M be as in Theorem 3. If K is com-
plicated with respect to Q and C2 then M-Int N(K) is irreducible.
Proof. Assume that M-Int N(K) contains an essential 2-sρhere S. Since
Q is irreducible [4], SΓ[(F-IntN(K))=£φ. We may suppose that the number
of the components of S Π (-F-Int N(K)) is minimal among all essential 2-spheres
in M-IntN(K). Let D(dS) be one of the innermost disks, i.e. 9DcF, Int
DΓ\F=φ. Then, by Lemma 6.1, we see that 3D is contractible in F-lnt
N(K). Hence, D can be pushed into the other compression body, contradict-
ing the minimality of S.
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2.
The next lemma is proved implicitly in section 5. So we will just see how
the proof proceeds.
Lemma 6.3. Let Cy I be as in Lemma 6.1. If I is sufficiently complicated
then (C, 90C-Int N(l)) does not contain an essential annulus, i.e. if A is an incom-
pressible annulus properly embedded in (C, 90C-Int N(l)) then A is boundary
parallel.
Outline of proof. Assume that there is an incompressible annulus A prop-
erly embedded in (C, 30C-Int N(l)) such that A is not parallel to an annulus
in 90C. Let 119 ••-, /3^_3, F19 •••, F3g-3 be as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Then,
by the proof of Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 5.1, we may suppose that each com-
ponent of A Π (U F{) is an essential arc in A. By Assertion of section 5, we see
that there is a component S of C-Int (ΛΓ(U.Ff )), for a suitable subset JC, of
X
{1, •••, 3g-3}, such that R=SΓ\ 90C is a double pants and a pair of components
of A Π R separates a pair of boundary components of R, a contradiction.
As a consequence of Lemma 6.3, we have:
Lemma 6.4. Let C, I be as in Lemma 6.1. If I is sufficiently complicated
then C is not homeomorphic to the total space of [0, V\-bundle over a surface such
that 90C-lntN(l) corresponds to the associated {0, 1} -bundle.
Proof. Assume that C is homeomorphic to the total space of [0, l]-bundle
PC^F such that 90C-Int N(l) corresponds to the associated {0, 1}-bundle. Then
F is a genus g/2 orientable surface with one hole or a genus g non-orientable
surface with one hole. It is easy to see that there is an essential simple loop
/ in F. Then p~\l) is an essential annulus properly embedded in 90C-Int N(l),
contradicting Lemma 6.3.
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.4.
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Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemmas 5.1, 6.2, we see that M-Int N(K) is
irreducible. Let T be an incompressible torus in M-Int N(K). Since .F-Int
N(K) is incompressible in M-Int N(K) (Lemma 6.1), we may suppose that T
intersects .F-Int N(K) by loops which are essential on T. Moreover we may
suppose that the number of the components of T Π (F-Int N(K)) is minimal
among all tori which are ambient isotopic to T and intersecting F-Int N(K) by
loops which are essential on them. Then, by Lemma 6.3, we see that each
component of TnC{ (i=l,2) is an annulus which is parallel to N(K: F).
Hence T is parallel to QN(K).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Corollary 4. By Theorem 3, we see that M-Int N(K) does not
contain an essential torus. Hence, by [11], it is enough to show that M does
not admit a Seifert fibration for the proof of Corollary 4. Assume that M
admits a Seifert fibration. Then, by Lemma 6.1 and [7, Theorem VI. 34], we
see that C, (/=!, 2) is homeomorphic to the total space of a [0, l]-bundle over
a surface, where F-Int N(1) corresponds to the associated {0, 1}-bundle, con-
tradicting Lemma 6.4.
This completes the proof of Corollary 4.
7. Examples
In this section we will show that for each<§f(>l) there exist infinitely many
closed Haken manifolds which admit genus g Heegaard splittings with rectangle
conditions, each of which admits a torus decomposition which satisfies the
equality in Corollary 2 (Examples 1, 2, 3). It is clear that such examples show
that the estimation in Corollary 1 is best possible. Then we will give examples
satisfying the assumptions of Theorems 2, 3 and Corollaries 3, 4 (Examples
4,5).
EXAMPLE 1. Let V
λ
 be a genus 2 handlebody, A\, A\ be a pair of essential
annuli properly embedded in V
λ
 as in Figure 7.1. Let V2 be a copy of V19 Al,
A\ the annuli in V2 corresponding to A\, A\ and h: QV1-^dV2 the homeomorp-
hism induced from the identification of V
λ
 and V2. Then V1U V2 is the con-
nected sum of two S2χSlrs. Let /(c8Fj) be the simple loop in Figure 7.1 and
T: QV1-^dVl the right hand Dehn twist along /. For each integer ra, set M£°—
Vl U V2. Then A}\jA2l9 A\\]A\ become tori Ί\*\ 2γ> in M(»>. ϊY 'UΓf 0A°Γ«
separates M(n) into two components N(n\ Ntf\ where Λ7"^n) admits a Seifert fibr-
ation with the orbit manifold an annulus with two exceptional fibers of index two
such that A{ is a union of the fibers and N[n>) is homeomorphic to the exterior of
(2, 2/z) torus link such that the core of Alk corresponds to a meridian loop [9,
section 4]. Hence if \n\ >1 then JVγ° admit a Seifert fibration with the orbit
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manifold an annulus and one exceptional fiber of index | n \ , whose regular fiber
in 8ΛΓ£n) intersects the core of A{ transversely in one point. By [7, Theorem VI.
18], we see that if |n\ >1 then the Seifert fibration on N(^ does not extend to
N{n\ Hence Mw=N{n)\jN^ is the torus decomposition of M(n) provided
I n \ >1. By the uniqueness of the torus decomposition, we see that Mw is not
homeomorphic to M(m\ provided | n \ =t= | m \.
Let Fw=dV1=dV2(dMM). Clearly Fw is a Heegaard surface of M(n).
We will show that the Heegaard splitting (V19 V2:FW) satisfies the rectangle
condition of if \n\ >1. Let /,-, 1$ (i=l, 2, 3) be simple loops on F(n) in Figure
7.2. We note that each simple loop bounds a disk in V
λ
. Recall that T is a
right hand Dehn twist along /. Set l^= Tn(l'i). Then, for the proof of the fact
that (V19 V2: F(n)) satisfies the rectangle condition, it is enough to show that
Figure 7.2
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N
Figure 7.3
{d, 72, /3} and {l(ι\ l(f\ /(3M)} are tight. Let N be a regular neighborhood of / in
F(n\ We may suppose that T\F^_Itίt(N)=idF^_Int(N). Then, by seeing the
configuration in N, we see that {llf 12) 12} and {/V°, lψ, l^} are tight, provided
\n\>l (Figure 7.3).
EXAMPLE 2. Let Vly A}, I be as in Example 1. Let W be another genus
two handlebody, A\y A\ be a pair of essential annuli properly embedded in W as
in Figure 7.4, A\ be an annulus embedded in QW as in Figure 7.4. Then we get
a genus three handlebody V\ from V1 and W by identifying N(l: dV^ and ^5.
We shall denote the image of A} (/=!, •••, 5) in V\ also by -4}. Let m3 be the
image of m in 9F?, where m is the simple loop on 9 W in Figure 7.4. Let V\ be
Figure 7.4
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a copy of F?, A] (/—I, •••, 5) the annuli in Vl corresponding to A] and h: 3F?->
QVl the homeomorphism induced from the identification of V\ and Vl. Let
T3: QVl-^QVl be the right hand Dehn twist along m3. For each integer nf set
M^= Vl (J
n
Vl Then ^  U A}(i= 1, - -, 5) becomes a torus Γ</° in M(3W). It is
directly seen that 7Ύ° U U T^ separates Λf§° into four components N{n\
Mw), MM) and N("\ where ΛΓ1M) admits a Seifert fibration with the orbit manifold
an annulus and two exceptional fibers of index two, N(P (i=2, 3) admits a Seifert
fibration with the orbit manifold a disk with two holes and no exceptional fiber
and ΛΓ(/° is homeomorphic to the exterior of (2, 2ri) torus link. It is easily seen
that this gives a torus decomposition of M(n), provided |#|>1 such that the
characteristic graph is as in Figure 7.5.
Let Fw = dVl=dV2(dMM). We can show that the Heegaard splitting
(Vl, Vl:FM) satisfies the rectangle condition, provided |/z |>l, by considering
the simple loops lly •••, /6 in Figure 7.6 and the argument in Example 1.
Figure 7.5
m
v,
3
Figure 7.6
EXAMPLE 3 (general construction). We shall construct a family of ex-
amples for each g(>2) inductively. The first step of the induction is Example
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2. Then suppose that we have:
Induction hypothesis. Let Ff"1 be a genus g-\ handlebody, JV{~~1 a union of
3^ -7, mutually disjoint, essential annuli in FT"1, and let Vg2~l be a copy of Ff "^
and ^f"1 the union of annuli in Ff"1 corresponding to <JL8Γl and A:
ΘFf"1 the homeomorphism induced from the identification of Ff"1 and Ff"1.
Suppose that there is a simple loop ^_
x
 on ΘFf"1, which satisfies:
(i) m^Γlcjϊr^φ,
(ii) let Γ :^ 9Fι-H>9F? be the right hand Dehn twist along mg^. Set
Mpl^VΓ1 C FΓ1. Then M !^ is a Haken manifold and S -^
AoT^-ι
gives a torus decomposition of M^li into 2^ -4 components and
(iii) there exists a union of mutually disjoint 3g-6 disks .
embedded in Ff"1 such that d^D8"1 cuts ΘFf"1 into 2^ -4 pants P19
for each pair of boundary components of P,, there is a subarc of
embedded in P, , which joins the boundary components.
1
 properly
, P2^_4 and,
_
x
 properly
It is easy to see that the above condition (iii) together with the argument
in Example 1 shows that the Heegaard splitting (Ff"1, Ff"1: P(n)) of M(glι
satisfies the rectangle condition provided \n\ >1.
Construction. Let Wy A\y A\, A\, m be as in Example 2. Then we get a
genus g handlebody from Ff"1 and W by identifying N(mg^λ\ ΘFf"1) and A\.
We shall denote the image of A\, A\, A\,JL8Γl in Ff also by A\, A\, A\, JL8Γl.
Then let J&=A\ U A\ U A\ U JL{"] and mg (c 8 Ff) be the image of m. Let Ff
be a copy of Ff and <JL82 the union of annuli in Ff corresponding to <JL
8
ι. Then
it is easily checked that Ff, <Jίf, mg satisfy the above conditions (i), (ii). More-
over, we easily find a union of mutually disjoint 3^ -3 disks 3)8, which satisfy the
condition (iii). See Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.7
EXAMPLE 4. Let V be a genus two handlebody and r the train track on 9 F
as in Figure 7.8. We note that T is complete, i.e. each component of QV—r is a
3-gon. Hence r determines an open set of the projective lamination space of
QV [2]. Let / be a simple loop which is carried by τ with all weights positive.
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Then it is easy to see that / is sufficiently complicated with respect to {D19 D2, D3}
in Figure 7.8. Let V be a copy of V and h: QV-+QV the homeomorphism
induced from the identification. Let T: QV-*dV be the Dehn twist along /.
Then, by seeing the configuration of ^(QD^QD^QD^) and 9D1U3AU3A
in a regular neighborhood of / in QV, we see that the Heegaard splitting (V, V:
F) of the manifold V U V satisfies the strong rectangle condition if \n\ is suf-
h°Tn
ficiently large (Figure 7.3). Moreover it is easily verified that if all the weights
are greater than two then (F, V':F) satisfies the strong rectangle condition
provided \n\ Φθ.
Figure 7.8
EXAMPLE 5. Let (V,V'\ F) be a genus two Heegaard splitting of the 3-
sphere S3. We draw a picture of F as in Figure 7.9. Let r be the complete
Figure 7.9
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D.
Figure 7.10
train track on F as in Figure 7.9 and {Dly Z>2, D3} ({£)(, D'2, D'3} resp.) be a sys-
tem of disks in V(V resp.) as in Figure 7.10. We note that Figure 7.9 is ob-
tained from Figure 7.8 by applying Dehn twists twice along 3D1? QD2 and
3Z)3 in Figure 7.8. Let / be a simple loop which is carried by r with all weights
positive. Then / is sufficiently complicated with respect to {D
v
 D2, D3} and
{Z>ί, Z>2, DZ} in Figure 7.10. Hence, by Theorem 4, / is a hyperbolic knot.
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